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Scin%llator ECAL for ILD

・Virtual 5×5 mm! cell segmentaQon can be realized by strip
x-y configuraQon

・ECAL concept based on strip-shaped plasQc scinQllator readout 
by SiPM

・ Ghost hit 

➡ The problem on the strip-based readout

・Strip-SiPM opQcal coupling

➡Center dimple readout

ILD at ILC

real hit

➡ Possible SoluQon : Interleaving square 
scinQllator Qle (a la AHCAL) to solve ambiguity
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Performance of strip-SiPM unit measured in previous studies

➡ Hit posiQon dependence of light yield on standard
45 mm strip for dimple readout design

➡ Effect of double SiPM readout method

➡ Effect of misalignment between SiPM and strip
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➡ Light yield around dimple is
smaller due to thinness of 
the strip
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Double SiPM readout

・Possible advantages

・Further studies on performance for double
SiPM readout are in progress

・EliminaQng noise by taking coincidence 
between two SiPM readouts

・Hit posiQon on a strip can be reconstructed
with 20 mm resoluQon
➡ Possibility of solving ghost hit

・Higher light yield than single readout 
by summing two SiPM readouts

Measured performance
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Posi,on resolu,on

Light yield

coincidence
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・Layout of strips on readout board (ECAL Base Unit, EBU)

・Each strip wrapped with ESR film (2 x 65 μm-thick) and Kapton 
tape (2 x 50 μm-thick)

➡ Gap between strips up to 0.2 mm
➡ Possible shie of strip assembly as a whole?

・The effect of strip-SiPM misalignment on the light yield distribuQon is 
invesQgated by simulaQon

5.3mm

45.4mm

Center Aligned

Possible SiPM-strip misalignment on EBU

ECAL Base Unit (EBU)

sc-strip

MPPC : S12571-015P 
(1 x 1 mm2 15μm-pixel)

Thickness of reflector : 0.065 * 2 mm
Thickness of Kapton tape : 0.05 * 2 mm

SiPM

hit posiQon[mm]
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OpQcal photon simulaQon parameters

・ReflecQvity of reflector : 98 % 
・Fresnel reflectance : 95 %
・RefracQve index of scinQllator : 1.58
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Possible SiPM-strip misalignment on EBU

◾: 0.0 mm
◾: 0.2 mm
◾: 0.4 mm
◾: 0.6 mm
◾: 0.8 mm
◾: 1.0 mm

・The effect of strip-SiPM misalignment on the light yield distribuQon 
has been invesQgated by Geant4 simulaQon

・Uniformity of light yield is affected only when the misalignment is
as large as 1 mm
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Simula%on study with ILD model

・SimulaQon study on calorimeter performance with realisQc condiQons

・We plan to study

➡ Effect of hit posiQon dependence on light yield
➡ Effect of misalignment between strip and SiPM
➡ Performance improvement with double SiPM readout 

・ILD model simulaQon

➡ SimulaQon for performance of ILD by the simulaQon tool (iLCSoe) 
➡ ILD model version ILD_l5_o3_v02 (both ECAL and HCAL based on plasQc scinQllator)

・Work in progress

➡ Calibrate the ScECAL parameters of this simulaQon
➡ CorrecQon of the effect of gaps between ECAL modules on the simulated hit energy
➡ Evaluate jet energy resoluQon aeer the correcQon
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Parameter calibra%on and energy linearity check
・Parameter calibraQon of current version

➡ Use MC photon at some different energies
➡ Decided parameters for this ILD model version

・Linearity of energy

➡ Inject photon at different energies (1, 5, 10, 20, 30, 50, 100 GeV)
➡ Linearity is good
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Barrel Endcap
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Gaps between ECAL modules

・CorrecQon of the gap effect on ScECAL

➡ ECAL barrel consists 5 ECAL modules 
➡ ECAL modules consists 5 EBU slabs

・There are 4 gaps between modules and 20
gaps between slabs in barrel area along
beam direcQon

ECAL

Beam axis
18/3/2021

Gap between modulesGap between slabs
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・Angular distribuQon of simulated hit energy along beam direcQon

➡ Deficit of reconstructed energy around the gaps between ECAL modules

・First 3 deficits (red line) + barrel & endcap
boundary (black line) are corrected
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gap between 
Barrel and Endcap

Beam axis

Hit energy correc%on

Etrue︓true energy（10 GeV）
Efit︓Energy deficit obtained by fi<ng
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・The nonuniformity has been
miQgated to some extent and
the tale has been pulled back

・But there are strange peaks at 
10 GeV

➡Must be bug in the correcQon
processor
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aeer

Hit energy correc%on
・Angular distribuQon of simulated hit energy along beam direcQon

➡ Deficit of reconstructed energy around the gaps between ECAL modules

before

Barrel Endcap

Barrel

Endcap
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Phi direc%on hit energy correc%on

Before Aeer

・There are overlap of modules in ECAL barrel area

・The correcQon processor is working well but there is
strange line in the plot

➡ Possibility that the processor is not opQmized to 
current ILD geometry version
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・Jet energy reconstrucQon by PFA

➡ Jet energy reconstrucQon is tested only with the gap correcQon included
➡ Reasonable resoluQon obtained
➡ ReconstrucQon is being modified to include other realisQc condiQons

(hit posiQon dependence... etc)

RMS90 : Root Mean Square calculated from the event excluding 10 % outliers.
We define RMS90/mean90(E) as jet energy resoluQon.
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・To study ILD performance with realisQc condiQons, ILD model simulaQon study has been 
started

➡ New ILD version (ScECAL based ILD)
➡ Parameter calibraQon is ongoing

・The hit energy correcQon

➡ Strange behavior around the fipng point
➡ To be fixed

・ImplementaQon of the hit posiQon dependence of light yield on a scinQllator strip in the ILD 
model is in progress

➡ Standard 45 mm scinQllator-strip response 
➡ Study for the possibility of solving the ghost hit problem by the double SiPM readout
➡ InvesQgate the permissible misalignment on the ScECAL from the aspect of the detector 

performance

Summary and Prospects
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Backup
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・The hit posiQon reconstrucQon by differences in the Qming and charge

➡ Convert Qming and charge into
posiQon by using linear fipng  
funcQon (red linear lines)

・The posiQon resoluQon was obtained 
from converted distribuQon of Qming, 
charge and weighted mean of them

・weighted mean

Posi%on resolu%on analysis of double readout

・This lab. study was performed with 
high-speed waveform digiQzer

➡ Need to improve Qming performance 
of the present electronics of the Sc-
ECAL to achieve the same resoluQon

Posi8on = 45 mm

8me [ns]

posi8on [mm]

Posi8on = 45 mm

posi8on [mm]

single charge[10^10e]

𝑥"/$ : converted posiQon from 
Qming / light yield difference

σ"/$ : posiQon resoluQon from 
Qming / light yield difference
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Op%miza%on of parameters for Geant4 Op%calPhoton simula%on

The parameters were 
opQmized by T. Mogi (ref. LCWS2019)
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Simulated hit energy distribu%on

10 GeV 30 GeV

50 GeV 100 GeV
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